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It looks like the new Glock 17M pistols are already experiencing some teething problems with the design
changes. There are reports that Indianapolis Metro Police Department has halted issuing the new duty
pistol due to problems during dry fire training. The recall comes after the pistols were supposed to be
issued on July 31st, but delayed till August 15th due to unknown problems.

The Firearm Blog’s source within the department declined to be named and only spoke on the condition of
anonymity about the problems. Our source stated that the slides were falling off during dry fire training due
to a potential issue with the recoil spring assembly and/or the slide lock. IMPD has recalled all issued
Glock 17Ms to include the one that TFB was leaked photos of due to the problem.

Once all the recalled pistols are back in IMPD’s hands, they will be sent back to Glock so that they may
find a solution to the problems the new Glock variant is experiencing. At this time there is no indication as
to how long the new duty weapons will be out of service for repairs.

We have not received any more information about the flawed recoil spring assemblies at this time. TFB
called Glock to ask for comment on the recall of the pistols and response at the time of publication. We
also called IMPD’s media relations team, they have not returned our request for comment about the recall
either.

My initial impression is there is a flaw with the slide lock springs, and the issue should be easily
correctable. We shall see what happens in the coming weeks. I hope they identify the issue quickly so that
these officers can get their new sidearms.

Phil Note: I recall many years ago our just issued Glock 17’s were recalled. It took about six weeks to get
them back in service.

Patrick R
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Sean • 4 years ago

•
Glock perfection. *snort*

 27△  ▽ 2

This comment was deleted.

PrimerPeak.com  • 4 years ago

•

> Guest

No, these were the general issue guns.
 10△ ▽

Malthrak  • 4 years ago

•

> PrimerPeak.com

I would ask then what is a PD doing handing out guns for general
issue that still haven't even been officially acknowledged as even
existing, much less officially launched, by the manufacturer?

 7△  ▽ 1

Phil W "Associate Editor TFB"  • 4 years ago

•

> Malthrak

What possible difference could that make? These are just for the
police and possibly military not the public.

 1△  ▽ 1

James Young  • 4 years ago

•

> Phil W "Associate Editor TFB"

Let's see...they sent a Glock 17M, never been fielded by any other
police force or military or the civilian market. As a police officer who
is likely to have to draw his gun on any given day...would you feel
good about being the guinea pig?

Or you could just go with the Glock 17 that you've carried for years
that has been tested by everyone.

 4△ ▽

Phil W "Associate Editor TFB"  • 4 years ago

•

> James Young

The FBI tested these I understand and standard procedure for any
PD is to get a few of these and have the range officers as well as a
few patrol officers test them at some point before purchasing them.
I wouldn't be comfortable carrying something my PD hadn't tested.
Somebody will always be the first and in this case at least they
found the problem before anyone had to use their duty pistol.
The last pistol I chose for our PD was ten years or so ago and the
H&K USP got the contract when compared and tested alongside 5
other entrants.

 4△ ▽

Core  • 4 years ago

•

> Phil W "Associate Editor TFB"

Sounds like a good choice. The USP is a workhorse. I m not sure
which models the Britts used but they hated them because they
looked so old. But they functioned flawlessly. I don't think they were
as nice as the USP. Aside from the SEALs/Navy HK USP being .45
auto, they were fantastic pistols. If they were 9mm the younger
generation would have loved them I'm sure. Your PD is very
fortunate.
△ ▽

PaC SGM (R)  • 4 years ago

•

> James Young

Someone has to be first to field it.
△ ▽

James Young  • 4 years ago

•

> PaC SGM (R)

Yeah fine. As long as it's not me.
 1△ ▽

supergun  • 4 years ago

•

> James Young

They got 380 backups in the Glock 380Ms
△ ▽

Mike Lashewitz  • 4 years ago

•

> Phil W "Associate Editor TFB"

Now you sound like Hitlery... Nice sarcasm....
△ ▽

This comment was deleted.

Dan  • 4 years ago

•

> Guest

My LEO glock works just fine.. What the make the M model
different
△ ▽

Malthrak  • 4 years ago

•

> Phil W "Associate Editor TFB"

Do we know for sure they're never going to be made available for
sale to the public? Glock generally shows Leo/MIL weapons on
their website that aren't available to civilians (e.g. G25 & G28) in the
US. If these pistols aren't being announced or launched at all, it's
likely they aren't final production models.
△ ▽

Mike Lashewitz  • 4 years ago

•

> Malthrak

Where have we witnessed this before? Oh that is right, in Viet Nam
with the POS M16.

Nothing like being a guinea pig under live fire situations.
△ ▽

Dirty_Old_Madman  • 4 years ago

•

> Malthrak

Plausible deniability. Couldn't be one of ours, they aren't in service
yet.
△ ▽

Dave D  • 4 years ago

•

> Malthrak

Malthrak - just because the general public is not aware of the model
being released, does not mean the model doesn't exist or isn't
acknowledged. Rather this is a military/police only model at this
time. Very common practice in new model releases.
△ ▽

Malthrak  • 4 years ago

•

> Dave D

That may be, but it doesn't necessarily mean it's a fully finished
product either. Glock makes firearms that are LEO only, but Glock's
website still gives full details on them (such as the .380 25 & 28
models).
△ ▽

Sean  • 4 years ago

•

> PrimerPeak.com

Love the YouTube show by the way!
 1△ ▽

Billy Jack  • 4 years ago

•

> PrimerPeak.com

Thanks for the clarification
△ ▽

Sean  • 4 years ago

•

> Guest

I guess I just assumed that if a company has been working on the same
basic gun since the late 80's, quality control issues would be fixed by now.

 5△ ▽

Malthrak  • 4 years ago

•

> Sean

Any new product can have quality control issues no matter how
similar to existing products. This one is so new it hasnt even been
acknowledged as even existing yet by Glock, you cant find a "17M"
on their website. As such is the case, weird things can't be pointed
to as some sort of widespread endemic issue with the
manufacturer.

 1△  ▽ 1

Sean  • 4 years ago

•

> Malthrak

Oh, I think Glock in general makes good, reliable stuff. However, in
my opinion, if that Glock reliability is the only real selling point of
your gun (not innovation, capacity, value, or ergonomics), then you
better knock it out of the park every time.

 6△ ▽

leatherneck111  • 4 years ago

•

> Sean

May I remind you ALL other manufactures who were laughing and
calling Glock Tupperware have all jumped onto plastic receivers.
Innovation

❗

Dual stack mags in an era where signal stacks ruled.
Capacity

❗

 Priced cheaper than some in same category. Value

❗

Changed grip styles from straight to ridged finger grooves.
Ergonomics

❗

Yep I believe Glock is the ORIGINAL that other manufactures wish
to emulate

❗

 2△  ▽ 2

Machinegunnertim  • 4 years ago

•

> leatherneck111

They emulated for a time, then moved on and started improving
their designs. But Glock is still producing the same old design from
about 33 years ago.

 4△ ▽

Gunner4guy  • 4 years ago

•

> Machinegunnertim

Well, obviously they have a design that has weathered the years. I
carry a G19 from one of the first shipments to reach my area(VERY
low S/N...!) in the mid-80's & right after they were put up for public
sale. It fits my and my wife's hand very well(she has small hands
while mine are...bigger). I've tried other/newer designs and there
always seems to be problems with balance, fit, QC, etc. 
My local SO decided to go with SIGS in .40 S&W or .357 Sig(deputy
option) roughly 10 years past. Three years ago they dumped them
for Glocks in 9mm. Repairs, parts, service, etc. were big reasons....
also deputies scores on combat courses went down, even those
who shoot well. Plus, a couple of OIS incidents where the Sigs
didn't fare well(malfunctioned, perp didn't stop even with center-
mass hits, etc) kind of tilted the scale towards the Glock.
My agency went to G17's 5 yrs ago. Everyone loves them whether
on the belt or thigh rig(our SERT unit). We dumped the S&W's we
had before-they were crap....state-wide they were more trouble
than they were worth( a BUNCH of OIS's where they didn't work
among other things). So, right now all of our state agencies use the
G17 GEN3 in 9mm or a Sig in .45ACP but the Glocks out-number
the Sigs by 10 to 1 as far as general-issue weapons. HAS to be a
reason more than cost.
△ ▽

300 wm  • 4 years ago

•

> leatherneck111

If the grip is so great why are they the only one using it? The only
things you see with that angle are the Ruger Mk series of pistols
and antiques like the Nambu and the Luger. The finger grooves are
great if they fit your hand.

 3△ ▽

iksnilol  • 4 years ago • edited

•

> leatherneck111

If I ever emulate Glock in firearms design... I might as well just jump
off a bridge.

If I ever emulate Glock in marketing and sales? Well, I'd be busy
sniffing cocaine of a person paying for college through not-socially
accepted means whilst driving my Bugatti on the racetrack that is
on my Yacht. In other words, I wouldn't be typing this.

 1△ ▽

LarryNC  • 4 years ago

•

> iksnilol

LOL
 1△ ▽

LarryNC  • 4 years ago

•

> leatherneck111

Glock ergonomics suck!
△ ▽

john huscio  • 4 years ago • edited

•

> Sean

Even after 30 years, Glock is still at or near the top of the heap as
far as capacity and value are concerned. Not too many striker fired
pistols out there with more than 17 rounds standard capacity for a
service pistol... the ergonomics were what turned me off for a time,
but the gen 4s have for the most part, rectified that. valuewise they
are right inline with everyone else or below them....... the thing they
got most right the first time was the size/firepower/weight ratio.....
they hit the golden mean of pistol size and nailed it the fast time
out.

 1△  ▽ 2

Sean  • 4 years ago • edited

•

> john huscio

Hmmmm...I'd argue that the competition for Glock has largely
caught up. S&W M&P's, Springfield XDm's, Canik TP9's and any
number of Sigs offer similar (or superior) capacity, product offerings,
and price points. Glock of course has better aftermarket support
but that's really it.

Let's put it this way: Glock was absolutely the first to this market
and good on them, that's not nothing. However, if they came out 10
to 15 years later (alongside their current competition) I'd argue that
they would be nowhere near as popular as they are now. It's like
Apple: being first is great but you can't leave it at that, you have to
keep innovating.

 7△ ▽

Phil W "Associate Editor TFB"  • 4 years ago

•

> Sean

Nope H&K was first using polymer.
 3△  ▽ 2

Sean  • 4 years ago • edited

•

> Phil W "Associate Editor TFB"

Did I say "Glock was the first polymer framed pistol ever?" :) Of
course there were other polymer guns before. Glock was the first to
mass produced and adopted on a large scale. That's "the market" I
was talking about. Yeah, HK made stuff earlier but they werent
popular: they certainly didnt create the market of affordable polyner
pistols like Glock did.

There were other cars before the Model T, but it was the first to be
widely accessible and bought. It was the first to that market
because it created that market.

 1△ ▽

Phil W "Associate Editor TFB"  • 4 years ago

•

> Sean

You said the first to this market. The first our PD chose was the
Glock 17. The reason given was the Glock 17 cost $289 per unit
with 3 mags and support, extra parts and sending someone to the
armorer school. My choice at the time was the SIG 226 but it was
thought prohibitively expensive.

 3△  ▽ 1

nicholsda  • 4 years ago

•

> Phil W "Associate Editor TFB"

P226s have never been cheap but they are a good firearm.
 1△ ▽

Bp_sti  • 4 years ago

•

> Phil W "Associate Editor TFB"

Is it fair to exclude cost as a relevant variable? If you can get the
same reliability, and the same performance wouldn't price be the
next criteria? I guess I wish it wasn't for me personally, but it makes
sense for a government agency using our dollars. I'd say if glock
can make a high performance high reliability handgun for 300$ then
good on them. HK can't seem to do better than about 500-550$ for
one of theirs (if we consider pilot pricing similar to PD pricing).

Sure if I had unlimited funds I'd buy a Ferrari over a GTR even at 3
times the price and almost no performance difference (and probably
a large reliability deficit) but if I needed to meet
cost/performance/reliability markers then the GTR would be the
obvious winner (well as long as the cost metric allowed for a
100,000$ car, lol)
△ ▽

John Swinkels  • 4 years ago

•

> Phil W "Associate Editor TFB"

I had one cause i thought it was spunky. Soon sold it for the
following reasons,way to many levers and options,barrel was way to
high to the axis of your hand gave unnecessary recoil. then came
glock mag release and slide release is about all my little brain can
handle in a stressful situation.
△ ▽

John Swinkels  • 4 years ago

•

> John Swinkels

If you really want to wet your pants,get a HK in .45 with delayed
roller lock.Why did they ever discontinue one of the best fire arms i
ever had the privilege to man handle.

 1△ ▽

Sean  • 4 years ago

•

> Phil W "Associate Editor TFB"

Dang, that's a good deal! Still, 226's are pretty awesome.
△ ▽

iksnilol  • 4 years ago

•

> Sean

You have to account for inflation, that's probably more than a 1000
dollars in todays money depending on... ahem... how old Phil is.
△ ▽

LarryNC  • 4 years ago

•

> Phil W "Associate Editor TFB"

Not successfully though. The VP70 was horrible. And do you really
think that they won't be selling the M models to the public?
△ ▽

Holdfast_II  • 4 years ago • edited

•

> Sean

Caniks are fun, but not duty weapon quality. In just a few hundred
rounds my mag catch spring came out and my red cocking
indicator fell off, never to be seen again.

Edit: TP9SA I believe. The striker-fired PPQ clone.

Further Edit: I had thought that this model had been refreshed.
Apparently not, so I have the first and only gen of this model.

 1△ ▽

Machinegunnertim  • 4 years ago

•

> Holdfast_II

That's really odd, I have one and a friend bought the SA model at
the same time. With hundreds of round through them there hasn't
been a single issue. All of the youtube video reviews I've seen
reflect that as well and the factory test them to 60,000 rounds. I'd
say they are every bit duty worthy.

The SA in not the first gen it's the second model that was
introduced when the gun went through a major overhaul. Which one
do you have?

 2△ ▽

Sean  • 4 years ago

•

> Holdfast_II

Well, that's a bummer for you, for sure! Which model was is, just out
of curiousity?

I know that Canik has military and police contracts: their TP9 series
is even built to ISO 9001 standards, which is pretty hard to get.

 2△ ▽

Ma} {  • 4 years ago

•

> Sean

ISO is largely a gimmick.
 1△ ▽

Sean  • 4 years ago

•

> Ma} {

Got a citation for that?
 1△ ▽

LarryNC  • 4 years ago

•

> Ma} {

Agreed. It is about the money.
△ ▽

john huscio  • 4 years ago

•

> Sean

Police contracts in turkey..... they wanted an indigenously produced
pistol for themselves with a convenient supply chain. Not sure what
selection standards they have for themselves (ISO standards
pertain more to the manufacturing facilities themselves than the
products that come out of them) but the coupleTP9s I've handled
didn't really impress me like it apparently has their paid reviewers
on YouTube...
△ ▽
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